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To the Governors of Cyril Jackson Primary School 
 
I am writing to put on record my disappointment at the decision to convert Cyril Jackson Primary school 
to an academy and the process taken to make this decision. I urge you to pause and reconsider. 
 
A good school is successful when it’s management, staff, parents, pupils and wider community are all 
pulling together in the same direction to reach a shared goal. 
 
However, I fear that the decision to convert Cyril Jackson into an academy has already been 
made, ahead of the outcome of any consultation process, which is being treated merely as a formality. 
 
Firstly, the consultation document itself is very vague as to the benefits of leaving the Local Authority. 
The ‘scaling back of non-statutory services’ is cited, but no further details are given. Services, for 
example school meal provision, can be purchased from other providers and primary schools can pool 
their resources, without the need to convert to an academy. 
 
The document also fails to lay out the practical steps that will be taken to improve education at the 
school if and when it becomes an academy. If this cannot be demonstrated clearly, why become an 
academy at all? 
 
Since the consultation process started, I have been inundated with parents upset that this decision is 
being made without a trigger to do so. The school having received an “Outstanding” in its last Ofsted 
report, would suggest the school is thriving under its current management, staffing and within the Local 
Authority. Ultimately, Parents are concerned that their complaints have been dismissed during this 
consultation process and will be ignored in any response they provide, granting them no voice in the 
future of their children’s education. 
 
Staff have also expressed their concern through their trade unions. This comes in part from areas in the 
consultation document which describe some of the benefits of coming under the control of a Multi 
Academy Trust (MAT) as being able to ‘pool resources’, ‘economies of scale’ and ‘removing 
administrative burden’. To me, this implies a staff restructure is an option in the near future. 
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While I have been assured that current staff will retain their existing terms and conditions, this depends 
on the goodwill of the current school management and cannot be guaranteed in the same way that the 
Local Authority can. Personal assurances are all well and good, but they cannot be buttressed against 
new management personnel or changed circumstances. 
 
The decision to choose the University Schools Trust (UST) as the MAT for Cyril Jackson is also 
worrying. 
 
I am concerned that Cyril Jackson’s Executive Head is employed by UST as Co-Chief Executive 
(though this is not stated on their website or Companies House registration). I am also concerned about 
the number of Governors who are (or have been) either indirectly employed by UST, or employed by 
organisations who sponsor UST. There is a conflict of interest here and I question whether the decision 
to turn the school into an academy is being made for the benefit of UST, rather than the pupils of Cyril 
Jackson. 
 
It has been noted that UST pulled out of a takeover of The John Roan School in Greenwich in 2018 
citing “financial difficulties”. What assurances are there that it has the capability to manage Cyril 
Jackson, and won’t be moving the pupil premiums for the school around to its other schools and 
financial needs elsewhere? 
 
This is a broader concern with MATs, which is why it’s all the more galling that Cyril Jackson could be 
leaving Tower Hamlets’ family of schools. Cyril Jackson is an Outstanding school and was at the heart 
of the improvement journey of the Borough’s primary schools in the 2000s. It’s a shame that Cyril 
Jackson’s governors and leadership may not want to stay in this family and be part of finding the 
solutions that all primary schools in Tower Hamlets are facing after a decade of government policies 
slashing their funding and pupil roll numbers falling. 
 
In light of the concerns raised above on:  

• The inadequacies of the consultation document itself;  
• The reasons for triggering this process; 
• The merits of a MAT takeover of an already Outstanding school; 
• Whether UST is in a good position financially to take over the school; and 
• Conflict of interest of the Executive Head and on the Board of Governors. 

 
I ask you to put the decision to convert Cyril Jackson to an academy on hold at least until these 
questions can be answered, or better yet, abandoned completely. 
 
Lastly, I have asked the Department for Education to look into the process that has been undertaken so 
far to ensure it has adhered to all statutory processes. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
Cllr James King 
 
 

 
 

 

 


